A new artificially generated magnetic-field-based alternative navigation technique is investigated for achieving seamless navigation in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments where satellite navigation is unavailable, and where vision, lidar, and other sensors that make use of signals of opportunity cannot provide reliable estimation. Unlike the previously reported multilateration methods, which make use of the magnetic receiver coil's voltage model, the proposed method first extracts three-dimensional field vectors from concurrent ac magnetometer measurements, then establishes the spatial representation model of magnetic vectors for localization purpose. It does so by separating each frequency component and developing a geometric matching procedure using the interpolated data from the grid map in order to achieve a pose estimation. This study further presents an integrated navigation algorithm that associates an inertial measurement with the estimated pose information to secure a continuous navigation solution at a high output rate, where the extended Kalman filter (KF) formulation is typically employed. Finally, in order to validate the estimation performance of the proposed method, a small-scale trajectory experiment in 70cm × 70cm × 50cm test platform was performed, by which the integrated navigation was verified as possessing an average position accuracy in the sub-cm range as well as a heading angle error in the sub-degree range.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, a large number of research projects have been performed aimed at acquiring navigation states in terms of position and attitude for various moving platforms, including pedestrian, ground vehicle, and drone platforms. In addition, in order to achieve the performance objectives of continuity and reliability, various kinds of environmental assumptions and novel navigation methods or algorithms have been introduced. In particular, environmentally robust navigation schemes guaranteeing nondivergent estimation errors in harsh environments, such as global navigation satellite system (GNSS)-denied spaces, underwater environments, underground environments, and non-line-ofsite (NLOS) environments, have attracted a great deal of attention from many investigators.
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For instance, vision/lidar/range sensors have frequently been employed to provide pose estimation result for vehicles, regardless of the presence of satellite navigation measurement [1] - [3] . However, a critical requirement of sensor's visibility, e.g., LOS, is essential in guarantying navigation performance. To mitigate conditions of restricted visibility, radio frequency (RF)-based strategies, including strategies involving wireless local area networking (WLAN) and ultrawideband (UWB), are often adopted, as in [4] , [5] . Such signals-of-opportunity-based techniques usually take advantage of the received signal strength (RSS), time of flight (ToF), or time delay of arrival (TDoA) received from base beacons for multilateration purposes. Alternatively, fingerprinting approaches have been adopted to robustly determine pose information within obstacle-rich environments. For applications requiring continuous operation, integrated systems can be equipped with inertial sensors, as has been VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ introduced in previous studies [6] , [7] . The aforementioned robust navigation techniques usually suffer from inherent trade-off features. There are associated advantages and disadvantages in terms of accuracy, coverage, NLOS tolerance, and 3-dimensional (3-D) scalability. In the light of this background research, recent magnetic field-based positioning technology is increasingly attracting attention as a complementary navigation technology [8] - [15] . The type of measurements performed for magnetic fieldbased positioning systems are classified into geomagnetic field-based measurements and artificially generated magnetic field-based measurements. Geomagnetic measurements can typically be used for correcting the attitude and particularly the heading of the integrated system [12] . Alternatively, the geomagnetic field measurements can be used to process positioning using a fingerprint method based on a predefined magnetic field distribution map. Despite the associated advantages of wide coverage, simple implementation, and inexpensive sensor requirements, constructing a dense geomagnetic map is a very cumbersome process. Moreover, current publications typically provide only 2-dimensional (2-D) positioning results [13] - [15] .
The operation of an artificially generated magnetic fieldbased positioning system relies on sharing spatial representation information between a transmitter and a receiver using a measurement signal in the form of either a DC or AC magnetic field. Typically, DC fields are generated in a narrow space through employing strong permanent magnets or pulsed electromagnets. Owing to the inherent coverage constraints, DC-based positioning methods have been initially applied to the medical or rehabilitation fields [16] - [18] . Some exceptional cases have also been reported in which a DC magnetic field signal was used alone or in combination with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to partially correct horizontal position error in somewhat larger indoor environments [19] , [20] . When using a permanent magnet for field generation, the system complexity and the measurement model uncertainty remains low within a specified area, but the operational coverage is restricted owing to the rapid flux density attenuation. Moreover, one of the main disadvantages stems from potential magnetic field distortion around static magnetic impediments.
In order to overcome the aforementioned constraints of the DC magnetic field-based technique, an AC magnetic fieldbased positioning concept was proposed in the 1980s [21] and the related localization scheme has been investigated for use in medical applications [22] , [23] . In recent literature, research groups from Europe, Israel, and China have reported expanded studies on the AC magnetic field-based positioning technique [8] , [24] - [30] . These studies typically adopted a magnetic search coil for securing range information with respect to beacons, where a low frequency magnetic fieldbased platform was implemented in cases when expanded coverage was required [8] , [26] , [27] or 3-D localization was challenged [26] , [28] . In addition, the sophisticated mutual inductance model for magnetic coils was derived [29] , and an attempt to achieve an integrated positioning system was reported in [30] , where the virtual pseudo-range from the alternating current (AC) magnetic positioning system (MPS) was combined with the GPS pseudo-ranges for multilateration purposes in a tightly coupled manner.
AC MPS involving the use of multiple carrier frequency techniques is promising due to its robustness against water existence, optical/thermal obstacles, and even static magnetic impediments during signal propagation. Therefore, if the accuracy and continuity of 3-D navigation are further improved, the application will be greatly expanded to various fields including, for instance, precise motion sensing within human body, internal flow monitoring in conduit, moving object localization and orientation across wall and obstacles, etc. Table 1 shows the present level of technology in terms of AC-based MPS research. As observed in the table, the representative MPS researches have focused mainly on determining position information. On contrast, an expanded investigation that includes full 3-D pose estimation through experiment can be hardly found to the best of author's knowledge. In this study, a new AC magnetic field-based localization technique using a multiple-frequency magnetic map and 3-axis magnetometer measurement is presented. The proposed method includes a sequential procedure for determining position and attitude through matching concurrent AC magnetic measurements with 3-D magnetic grid map data, where a numerical model is adapted for computing best estimate of current pose. Then by using the estimated MPS-based position and attitude, a filter formulation is developed for the implementation of an integrated inertial navigation system. Finally, the obtained continuous 3-D navigation solution is verified through real trajectory generation experiments.
The contribution and characteristics of the proposed method are summarized as follows. First, this study developed a new spatial representation model and pose determination algorithm based on a concurrent AC magnetic grid map. By formulating a novel magnetic spatial model and design parameters, the developed algorithm demonstrated an accurate estimation performance in both 3-dimensional position and attitude within a small scale coverage. Additionally, this study attempted an integrated navigation implementation with inertial measurements for the first time, which has not been reported in conventional MPS researches. As a result, continuity of pose estimate as well as velocity information was achieved, while previous literature survey only provided discontinuous position and attitude information. The continuity of the navigation solution compensates for the insufficient pose knowledge between MPS epochs, thus can expand the application field of AC magnetic field-based positioning system, e.g., from object pose tracking problem to a real time control of onboard vehicle dynamics. Moreover, the proposed system inherits the operational advantage in NLOS conditions such as water and optical obstacles, which are unique characteristics of magnetic field propagation. On the other hand, current system implementation has constraint in that the measurable range is limited to less than 1m due to the performance limitations of magnetic sensor and transceiver circuits. Yet, this coverage limitation can be improved by increasing the magnetic flux density from the signal transmitter (e.g., by enlarging coil turns, alternating current, coil's surface area and/or by modifying transmitting frequency and resonance quality factor). Besides, receiver sensitivity can be further enhanced for achieving an expanded coverage. For instance, increasing the acquisition rate of magnetometer via advanced embedded processor, employing a phase locked loop in separating magnetic vectors for each carrier field, and applying a low-noise, high-gain amplifier in signal conditioning circuit can be adopted, which constitute future research topics for enhancing coverage and performance. This paper is organized as follows; Section II describes the algorithm for computing position and attitude using a magnetic grid map and 3-axis magnetometer measurement in each frequency. Section III presents the filter formulation for integrated navigation followed by the detailed system description in Section IV. Section V presents experimental results along with a discussion and Section VI presents the conclusions.
II. POSE ESTIMATION USING AC MAGNETIC MAP
In this section, a magnetic map modeling and localization procedure is introduced. A Second-order interpolation method is described in subsection A to represent the spatial magnetic field model from grid map, followed by a localization procedure to achieve pose estimation in subsection B.
A. MAGNETIC MAP AND INTERPOLATION MODEL
A magnetic grid map was first generated through the in-phase demodulated signals from the 3-D magnetometer that measured the concurrent AC magnetic fields transmitted from multiple magnetic sources. The respective 3-D vector can then be extracted for each frequency component using a digital phase search loop or analog phase locked loop. Thus, the magnetic field map and the processing model for one carrier frequency can be repeatedly applied to other AC carriers. In manufacturing the grid map, the number of grid points depend on the coverage size and measurement distance, which consequently determines the resolution and accuracy. For instance, a square plane with 70cm length and 5cm measuring grid distance is composed of N=196 grids to complete the 2-D magnetic map. Given the grid map, a space representation model can be described for further data processing.
In practical algorithm implementation, the current sensor measurement is first compared with N grid points in the map to select an initial position candidate. Then, a sequential algorithm with respect to each candidate is repeated using the suggested interpolation model. For the purpose of a conceptual illustration, Fig. 1 shows a simple 1-D interpolation model. In this figure, let the position of the map data m 2 depict the initial candidate position and x depict the corresponding position estimate. To compute the magnetic data m x at x, a 2 nd order interpolation is adopted using three grid points adjacent to the first candidate position. Thus, an effective measurement model can be constructed as expressed in (1) below:
where a m , b m , c m represent the coefficients of the approximated magnetic measurement model. These coefficients can be computed using the grid points,( m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) . By applying the known grid point on the polynomial curve, the matrix equation for computing local coefficients can be expressed (2), where a constant matrix D is determined by a pre-designed grid distance d x .
Rearranging (2) yields:
where D is simply obtained in (2) with a constant d x . Owing to the nonsingular property of D, the coefficients of the polynomial measurement model can always be obtained using three adjacent points on the grid map. Then, equation (4) summarizes an approximate magnetic measurement model in a 1-D space around the first candidate grid point.
In a similar way, an expanded magnetic polynomial model can be developed for 3-D map processing. The spatial grid map is shown in Fig. 2 and is composed of 27 grid points. Each grid point is indicated by a position index such as (111)-(333), and stores a 3-D magnetic vector of every carrier frequency. For localization in the 3-D grid map, a sequential process is performed for each axis, i.e., in the order Z-Y-X axis in this study. Now let's assume that grid point (222) represents the initial grid position along with the magnetic field data of m(222). For physical understanding, note that a grid point denoted by (ijk) contains the data m(ijk), which is the magnetometer output in the X axis of the map reference frame. are used to compute the approximate data in 9 intermediate grids, { m(11z) ... m(33z) }. Fig. 3 illustrates the computing procedure for the remaining axes. In the left subplot, interpolation on the Y axis provides the 3 intermediate grids,
In the right subplot, interpolation in the X axis finally yields the predicted magnetic data {m(xyz)} at the point of interest.
Equations (6)-(7) summarize the mathematical operations of the process shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the result in (7) simply provides predicted magnetic data from a single axis of the magnetometer.
For completing other axes, a repeated procedure is performed in the same manner. Thus, a single computation for a 3-D vector requires a total of 39 operations of 1-D interpolation. The resulting magnetic vector M approximated at a position (xyz) is given by:
where n(xyz) and l(xyz) represent the computed vector component of the remaining axes in the map reference frame, respectively.
In the implementation of the multiple carrier frequency MPS, the predicted magnetic vector at a position is computed for each frequency component. In our experimental implementation, four AC signals were considered; thus, the final prediction vector results into the following equation (9), where the subscript denotes each carrier frequency.
B. LOCALIZATION METHOD FOR POSE ESTIMATION
Using the sensor measurements and the grid-based approximate magnetic vector, the best estimated pose information is derived, including both the position and attitude. Specifically, the sensor measurements are defined in the body frame (B-frame) and the map data are defined in the local reference frame (N-frame). Fig. 4 depicts a general case of the vector representation and alignment, consisting of the map vector M f i in the N-frame and the sensor output vector Z f i in the B-frame. Each magnetic data point is drawn as a 3-D vector shape for simplicity. Then, the pose estimation is performed in the following steps: i) Construct interpolation grid map with 27 grid points surrounding the predicted position. ii) The primary rotation, q DCM 1 is obtained by aligning the largest vector of Z f i to M f i . iii) The secondary rotation, q DCM 2 is obtained by aligning the remaining vectors with the rotation angle of θ avg . iv) The norm of difference vectors is measured and compared by cost function. Grid with minimum cost function is chosen as the predicted position. v) Resize the grid distance by half and repeat i) ∼ iv) until error norm satisfies the predefined threshold. vi) By satisfying threshold condition, the position estimate is determined and the corresponding steps in ii) -iii) are used for determining the attitude estimate. Note that the combined rotations from Z f i to M f i in steps ii) -iii) inherit the relative attitude information of the B-frame with respect to the local reference frame. Consequently, steps iv) -v) determine the best pose estimate using the aligned magnetic vectors where the error vector is guaranteed to have sufficient accuracy through the fixed threshold.
In detail, attitude determination is done with two steps procedure as below. In the step ii), the largest vector m f 1 and z f 1 are axis aligned by rotation. The rotating angle is determined as the inner angle between these two vectors, where a quaternion representation is easily employed. Eq. (10) shows the inner quaternion between these two vectors and a corresponding direction cosine matrix (DCM) can be derived. All m f 1∼4 are rotated by this DCM, where m f 1 is first matched with z f 1 .
where normalized vectors are given by m f
After primary vectors are matched, six remaining vectors still need further alignment. Let z f 1 be the aligned axis after the primary rotation, which serves as the rotation axis of the secondary alignment in step iii). Here, θ avg is obtained as the average angle difference of three remaining vector pairs. Eq. (11) describes the quaternion for the second rotation. Consequently, DCM matrix between N-frame and B-frame is computed by multiplying q DCM 1 and q DCM 2 . Note that as the predicted position gets closer to true position, rotation angles of remaining vector pairs converge to θ avg .
For the minimization problem in step iv) ∼ v), the cost function is formulated as shown in (12) by considering the characteristics of the magnetic density distribution.
In (12), the cosine direction matrix C b n is obtained by combining the vector rotational relations while aligning magnetic vectors from sensor and map. The norm of the error vector in the B-frame, as denoted in the numerator term, can be simply used for optimization criterion. In addition, the denominator term is designed to mitigate effectively the interpolation error amplification near magnetic source areas. It is notable that the number of AC magnetic fields, f i affect the coverage and accuracy of the proposed method. In principle, at least 3 carrier magnetic fields are required for determining 3-dimensional position and orientation, yet in our implementation, 4 carriers are adopted considering tradeoff between complexity and performance. With the configuration of 4 magnetic sources in the suggested coverage, it is revealed that the initial candidate grid preserving minimum distance to sensor measurement is determined uniquely despite the position uncertainty resulting from sensor measurement noise. Physically, this implies the primary cubic grids centered at the initial candidate always contains true position since experimental framework is designed such that position uncertainty due to sensor noise is less than a half of map grid distance. Then after obtaining initial candidate grid, primary cubic grids and spatial representation model in (3) are successively determined and used iteratively in the subsequent localization process. Convergence of the approximate solution to true measurement can be quantitatively witnessed by cost function transients during whole test periods.
In the proposed localization method, the computational burden depends primarily on the interpolation complexity around the candidate grid points. To reduce the computational burden, the candidate grid space undergoing cost function analysis as per (12) is resized in each pose estimation period. The overall grid number in each period is thus always 27. This is achieved by newly generating 26 interpolation points with the reduced grid size surrounding the predicted position in the previous epoch. Thus, the filter measurement z can be summarized as below:
where P z = [xŷẑ] is the estimated position and q z is the corresponding quaternion multiplication of q DCM 1 and q DCM 2 . Remark 1: Considering magnetic field propagation characteristics and computation efficiency, a 2 nd order interpolation method is chosen for constructing spatial magnetic vector model in (9) . In practice, interpolation error in a region of slow magnetic field change (i.e., far-field) are very small, which yields negligible difference in pose estimation accuracy for each order. On contrast, interpolation error in a region of rapid magnetic field change (i.e., near-field) is no longer negligible, yet its error projection can be effectively suppressed by adopting weighting parameter on magnetic field magnitude. In this respect, both interpolation order and weight parameter can be design factors affecting estimation performance. Comprehensive comparison table with different cases are illustrated at the experiment section V.
III. MAGNETO-INERTIAL INTEGRATED NAVIGATION
This section develops a mathematical formulation for the magneto-inertial integrated navigation system. A typical extended Kalman filter (EKF)-based loosely coupled integration scheme is adapted, where the pose estimate from the proposed MPS is used for the measurement update.
A. INS MODEL AND LINEARIZATION
The inertial navigation system (INS) model is derived in the N-frame, where 16 navigation states are defined as below:
where position, velocity, attitude in quaternion form, and the biases of the accelerometer and the gyroscope are denoted, respectively. Considering the low-performance IMU and the system operating conditions, the earth rotation and curvature model can be safely ignored as having an inconsequential effect on the accuracy of the pose estimation.
Equation (15) represents the attitude in the quaternion form, where q 0 is a scalar factor and other terms q 1 , q 2 , q 3 are orienting factors.
where p q r
The operator represents quaternion multiplication. Then the propagation equation of the attitude can be described by (16) . In (15) , ω b is the angular rate sensed by the gyroscope in the B-frame, and t is the update period of the IMU. The subscript k indicates the k th epoch of the discretized EKF, and the superscript -indicates an a priori of the EKF. The function f qua (·) converts the Euler angle to quaternion form. φ and α, β, γ are the magnitude and direction of the rotation, respectively.
Equation (17) describes the propagation of the velocity and position. A b is the acceleration sensed by the accelerometer in the B-frame, which is further compensated for by removing gravity, g. The DCM from the B-frame to the N-frame is denoted by C n b . To develop a linearized model, further approximation is applied to (16) by using a small angle assumption as follows:
The small angle assumption is valid when either the angular rate or t is small. Unless the system dynamics are static, a sufficiently small t is generally considered. Then the linearized equation can be obtained as below.
Equation (19) shows the Jacobian matrices of (18) by the states in the k-th epoch. Other Jacobian matrices of attitude with respect to position, velocity, and accelerometer bias are all zero.
The attitude quaternion q generates the DCM, which associates the velocity in the N-frame and the acceleration in the B-frame. Equation (20) shows the linearized equations for velocity term. Other Jacobian matrices with respect to position and gyroscope bias are zero.
Equation (21) shows the linearized relations of position with respect to navigational states. The Jacobian matrix with respect to the gyroscope bias is zero.
B. INTEGRATED FILTER FORMULATION
The navigation states propagate using (16)-(17) with IMU data, and the corresponding covariance propagates using (19)- (21) . The linearized equations also provide the relation between the state errors of the previous epoch k and following epoch k + 1.
Equation (22) defines the state error, wherex andx are the estimate state and error, respectively. Theñ
where
Equation (23) describes the error propagation model, where ζ denotes the noise of the 6-degree of freedom (DoF) IMU and η denotes the corresponding bias. Note that (23) just describes the error propagation conceptually. The error covariance P k update can then be derived as:
In practical EKF implementations, the initial covariance P 0 and Q can intuitively be tuned taking filter convergence characteristics into account along with the employed IMU noise specifications.
where H 7×16 ≡ δh(x) δx and h (x) T = P T q T 1×7 . Equation (25) is the measurement update part of the EKF. R k depends on the measurement noise, which is related with the error characteristics of MPS estimation method. Various error sources including interpolation error, analog-to-digital conversion noise, demodulation error and magnetometer's inherent noise factors like soft iron effect collectively contribute to this. However, through experimental analysis, it is revealed simple diagonal formulation on R can be adapted. Thus, the measurement noise covariance matrix in the integrated filter is presented as,
where σ x , σ y , σ z represents position variance and σ α , σ β , σ γ represents attitude variance, respectively. In (26) , U k relates to attitude model conversion, which is defined as
Here,q= [q 0q1q2q3 ] represents a posteriori attitude quaternion estimate in previous epoch. Finally, along with the error covariance update as P k+1 , the Kalman gain K k+1 is used for providing a posteriori state estimate as:
where z k+1 is given by the position and attitude estimated from the aforementioned MPS results.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the specific hardware implementation and map generation for the AC magnetic field-based MPS/INS integrated system.
A. TX/RX MODULE FOR AC MAGNETIC FIELD
A magnetic field generator module and sensor module were designed and manufactured to implement the proposed AC MPS system. The onboard sensor module was designed to include inertial sensors as well as a multi-axis magnetometer. An analog magnetometer with a wide bandwidth, the HMC1053 manufactured by Honeywell Inc., was chosen. A low-cost, 3 axis MEMS gyroscope, the MPU-3300, and an accelerometer, the SCA3100-D07, were chosen. The specifications of the MPU-3300, SCA3100-D07, and HMC1053 are shown in Table 2 -4. An embedded DSP board was developed for storing the data from each of the sensors as shown in Fig. 6 . Equipped with a micro SD memory, all onboard sensor data were stored using a fast sampling rate of up to 1 kHz for the 3-axis data. In addition, an op-amp circuit was used to amplify the small pickoff voltage output from the magnetometer. Blue Tooth access was incorporated into the sensor module for remote access and manipulation.
The AC magnetic source module was then implemented using in-house manufactured electromagnets and a driving resonance circuit with inductor and capacitor (LC)-tuned oscillator. In the proposed AC MPS implementation, multiple AC fields were required and each resonance loop was designed based on an adjusted LC oscillator circuit. In the prototype implementation, AC fields of 40, 50, 60, and 70 Hz were generated with the electromagnets. Fig. 7 shows the source electromagnets and AC driving circuits. 
B. AC MAGNETIC GRID MAP
Instead of demodulating the superimposed AC magnetic fields, a digital phase locked loop approach was adopted for separating each frequency component from the raw magnetometer measurement. In each magnetometer measurement, the determination of the hard iron and soft-iron calibration errors was a prerequisite for generating AC magnetic density map. In order to do this, the sensor board was placed in the center of the space and rotated in the X-Y and Y-Z planes, respectively, to compensate for the offset bias and scaling factor of the magnetometer.
The experimental setup used to generate the AC magnetic field map is shown in Fig. 8 . To produce the AC magnetic density map, the sensor module was placed at each grid point with the predefined interval d x . The space between the grid points depended on the level of required accuracy and on the required coverage. In this implementation, the grid interval was assigned to be 5 cm with a coverage of 0.7 m × 0.7 m × 0.5 m. After collecting the horizontal plane grid map, the same acquisition procedure was repeated for the next layer at 5 cm height above the first. This process was repeated until the 3D magnetic grid map was complete for the space of interest surrounded by the AC electromagnets. Fig. 9 shows the configuration for grid mapping and the acquired magnetic density map. In addition, a 3-D layered map showing a magnetic source is illustrated. Measured within a 5 cm spatial grid, it can be observed that the map is composed of 1960 (14 × 14 × 10) data points for one frequency component.
V. TRAJECTORY EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
Validation of the proposed algorithm was performed through trajectory estimation experiments involving a small moving platform running on a circular railroad. The embedded sensor module for acquiring experimental data was mounted on the moving trailer as shown in Fig. 10 . Raw data from each sensor was stored in the micro SD card with a 1 kHz update rate and was then used for the off-line computation of the localization algorithm.
A. MPS ESTIMATION RESULT
Experimental data were obtained for a period of 30 s. The moving trailer started to rotate after a 5 s stationary period. Fig. 11 shows the estimated horizontal position of the proposed MPS with respect to the true trajectory of railroad.
As a result of analyzing the 3-D position error distribution characteristics, a root-mean-square (rms) accuracy of approximately 1.11 cm rms was obtained. The primary source of the error was sensor module placement error and magnetometer repeatability during the long mapping process period, rather than quantization errors. This was because the accuracy threshold in the grid map interpolation analysis was set to a scale of 0.1 mm. The estimated attitude is then distributed as shown in Fig. 12 . It can be confirmed that the yaw estimation result coincides well before and after rotational motion. On the other hand, the horizontal axis attitude estimation results demonstrated an average error of 2 • -4 • in most periods, which originated primarily from the sensor module installation error. Besides, the reference map generation error and the voltage deviation during the in-phase demodulation process are believed to contribute on the perturbing error terms.
As observed, in the case of MPS navigation solutions, the position and attitude estimates for each epoch are determined by separate map-matching processes, resulting in a non-accumulative error. In addition, the DSP-based sensor module is capable of fast signal acquisition and performs data storage with a 1 kHz sampling rate. In this implementation, the search-window treatment with four simultaneous AC carrier frequencies allowed for a 10 Hz update rate for the 3-D map generation period, yet the off-line navigation solution was achieved with a sufficiently fast output rate of up to 1 kHz.
For illustrating computational convergence of the presented algorithm, cost function transient can be observed in each estimation epoch. In Fig. 13 , only partial plot is presented for readability, yet it is shown convergence boundary is preserved without singularity during whole test periods.
The most advantageous feature of the proposed system is a capability to provide estimation performance in NLOS environment. Underwater test for tracking moving object in a washing machine is done and video clip is linked in [31] .
B. MPS/INS INTEGRATION RESULT
The INS/MPS integrated system was then implemented and its performance was analyzed. For practical implementation, the initial conditions had to be properly designed for the filter parameters. During the initial period of the experiment, bias noise of gyroscope and accelerometer is compensated via pre-processing procedure. Static measurement with zero angular rate and gravity measurement on local horizontal plane compensates gyroscope bias and accelerometer bias, respectively. After removing bias noise, IMU raw measurement is used for obtaining coarse alignment of the body frame. In this period, the onboard horizontal attitude was determined by calculating the roll and pitch angles through the static acceleration due to gravity. On contrast, the initial yaw angle is aligned with the MPS estimation result. The remaining noise characteristics are further compensated by incorporating sensor biases into integration filter states. Fig. 13 shows the position estimate results for the integrated navigation system incorporating the AC MPS system. In the figure, the horizontal estimate result was compared with the true trajectory, while the position update in each axis was shown in the right subplot together with the MPS result for comparison. It is easily observed that the integrated results converges to initial departure position through the drift-free feature of MPS estimation result.
In Fig. 14, the horizontal rms error level was approximately 0.64 cm, where the error remained statistically within an error bound of 1.93 cm (3 sigma). In addition, it could be confirmed that the estimated trajectory yielded a closed loop that terminated at the starting point, which implied nondivergent characteristics through time propagation. In the vertical estimate result, the integrated result also provided a better accuracy of 0.38 cm rms while the MPS-only result showed several irregular regions in the estimated height. Note that the thickness of the railroad, which is shown as a red solid line in Fig. 14, could be identified through the estimated height result. The proposed integrated system can provide velocity information in addition to the position estimation. Fig. 15 shows the estimated 3-axis velocity during rotational motion using the developed integration algorithm. The dynamic motion interval of the embedded module ranged between 456s and 475s as can be seen in the figure. In addition, the horizontal axis velocity component along with the sinusoidal waveform caused by the clockwise movement could easily be identified. It could be seen that the velocity, taking the trajectory distance and travel time into consideration, was approximately estimation, based on the standalone MPS, presented fluctuating results of up to several degrees, especially during the dynamic motion periods. Notably, the pitch angle was observed to have a bias of 3.17 • on average owing to the mounting slant of the trailer. Through the pitch angle computation using static gravity measurements, it is proved that dominant pitch bias in Fig. 16 mainly comes from mounting error onboard trailer and remaining pitch error locates within sub degree range. In view of the yaw estimation, circular rotation was explicitly confirmed with a residual heading error of 0.47 • at the origin, where departure and arrival is occurred. This confirms that accuracy within sub-degree and nondivergent attitude estimation can be achieved in spite of initial installation error. Fig. 17 illustrates distribution of the 3-D position error in rms, where accuracy and precision is improved by 46% and 83%, respectively, compared with the standalone MPS implementation. Finally, performance comparison under various computational conditions for the MPS/INS integrated system is presented in Fig. 18 . As discussed in Section II, both spatial mapping error due to interpolation and weighting parameter combining concurrent magnetic fields can affect estimation performance of the MPS algorithm. For this analysis, pose VOLUME 7, 2019 estimation is repeated such that interpolation order ranges from 1 to 4 and weight index ranges from 2 to 5, respectively. In Fig. 18 , it is observed that weight index of 3 provides better accuracy than other cases. In view of interpolation order, order of 2 demonstrates better accuracy than other cases except weight index of 5. However, in case weight index of 5 is used, magnetic data with slow change rate region becomes more dominant than interpolation error in pose estimation process, thus interpolation order becomes no longer significant. In summary, weight index in cost function primarily governs the estimation performance as it serves to assign selective reliability to each position knowledge from concurrent magnetic sources, while interpolation order provides relatively negligible influence on estimation performance. Remark 2: In this study, only the integrated navigation results in a small scale coverage are presented due to the limited performance of the magnetic transmitter system and detection sensor. For fair comparison, it is reasonable to use a relative error ratio to detection coverage rather than an absolute value comparison. Table 5 presents performance comparisons of the proposed method with the existing MPS techniques that reported similar performance index. In the table, it is demonstrated that the main contribution of this study is to realize the navigation continuity including three-dimensional attitude and velocity as well as the improved relative position accuracy. Going further, to secure its application to real-time tracking and vehicle dynamics control in the extended coverage, the followings topics need to be carried out in the future. These includes enhanced design for magnetic transmitter and excitation resonance loop, analog circuit improvement to achieve magnetometer sensitivity and accuracy, and development of advanced estimation algorithm. Specifically, a refined measurement model and localization method needs to be derived for a tightly coupled sensor integration framework.
Remark 3: In principle, three-dimensional pose estimation using three magnetic sources is possible. However, the loss of performance degradation becomes more prominent despite the advantage of implementation simplicity. Therefore, MPS system configuration employing four magnetic fields are primarily considered in this study. In case of employing three magnetic fields, the performance degradation was calculated to be about 25.7% and 36.8% for standalone MPS and MPS/INS integration, respectively. Implementations with more than five sources is not considered as system complexity is greatly increased.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new pose estimation method based on multiple AC magnetic fields and a magnetic map composed of a finite number of grid data points was proposed. For this purpose, multiple spatial information representation vectors for a specific space were constructed from a superimposed AC magnetic field map, where each grid point contained a 3-D vector of each frequency component. In particular, spatial interpolation was employed as a means of obtaining pose information of sufficiently high resolution from the stored finite grid map. In order to investigate the possibility of continuous navigation using MPS pose estimation, an integrated navigation algorithm incorporating inertial measurement was developed.
The final configuration of the navigation filter was characterized by the capability to calculate the position, velocity, and attitude of the moving object using the MPS pose information and inertial measurement. In order to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm, a concept-validation platform with dimensions of 0.7 m × 0.7 m × 0.5 m was implemented, and a limited trajectory experiment was then performed. Experimental results showed that a position error of approximately 1 cm was detected for the standalone MPS algorithm, as well as an error of a few degrees in magnitude for the attitude estimation. In addition, in the case of the integrated navigation system, sinusoidal velocity estimation results were also presented that were consistent with the physical design values as well as much enhanced performance in position and attitude determination.
The proposed method is expected to improve the detection range and the attitude accuracy by sophisticating the AC magnetic field transmitter and receiver and developing a theoretical formula for further magnetic data processing algorithm.
